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How did society and the legal system in
England evolve after 1066

A stronger central government took
place. Measures were also taken to
check that power. The first census was
taken since Roman periods and a law
making legislature was formed.

Magna Carta "the Great Charter"; a written legal
agreement that limited the English
monarch's power

Parliament A body of representatives that makes
laws for a nation

Understanding Historical Interpretation
Why was 1066 a turning point in
European history?

Prior to 1066 there was a very weak
central government. After 1066 there
was a stronger central government
built upon the concept of monarchy.

Why was the reign of King Philip II
Augustus a turning point in the French
monarchy?

Added to French power, land, and
income

Why was the reign of Philip II Augustus
important to the growth of the French
monarchy?

This enabled the strongest and best-
governed monarchy in Europe
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Estate One of the three classes into which
French society was divided before the
revolution

Why did the lands of Germany and Italy
not become united during the Middle
Ages?

Since the German kings were more
focused on conquering the Italian
states, they neglected their own
German empire, ultimately leaving the
kingdom to greedy powerful German
lord. The empire wouldn't be unified
until 1700s

What is the origin of the term Holy
Roman Empire?

Deriving first from the Roman Empire
and then from Charlemagne, he
envisioned a completely catholic
empire.

Which Slavic peoples formed new
kingdoms in eastern and central
Europe?

Eastern Slavic people formed new
kingdoms in present day Russia. Vikings
were already there and soon mingled
with the Slavic people. They eventually
converted to Christianity and created a
prosperous trade route.


